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As cloud adoption in the enterprise steadily increases, the cloud is having a measurable 

impact on the way businesses operate. IT departments are migrating to cloud services 

to take advantage of faster time to market, lower cost, and increased operational 

efficiencies. In parallel, employees are rapidly adopting cloud services that help them do 

their jobs better and with greater mobility. However, not all employee-led cloud adoption 

is sanctioned or even known to the IT department. To better understand trends in 

sanctioned IT and shadow IT cloud usage, Skyhigh Networks publishes a quarterly Cloud 

Adoption and Risk Report.

What makes this report unique is that we base our findings on anonymized usage data 

from over 17 million users worldwide, not surveys that ask people to self-report their 

behavior. Our data provides unique insight into how cloud is transforming the way people 

work and the risk companies must navigate as they migrate their systems of record and 

technology infrastructure to the cloud. This quarter, we expand our report to focus on the 

connections companies make with their partners, suppliers, and customers via the cloud, 

the size and scope of these connections as well as the risks from these connections. We 

hope you enjoy the data and findings in our latest quarterly report!

INTRODUCTION
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
CLOUD SERVICES
IN USE BY COMPANY

2013 Q3 2014 Q22013 Q4 2014 Q1 2014 Q3

759 738
626

545

831

2015 Q1

923

2014 Q4

897

OVERVIEW OF CLOUD
ADOPTION AND RISK

The findings in this quarter’s report are based on anonymized usage data from over 

17 million users from organizations worldwide across all major industries including 

education, financial services, government, healthcare, energy, manufacturing, retail, high 

tech, media, and utilities. Skyhigh tracks usage of over 10,000 cloud services. In Q1 2015, 

the average company now uses 923 distinct cloud services, an increase of 21.6% over Q1 

2014. That number is more than 10 times higher than what IT estimates, highlighting the 

exceptional growth in employee-led cloud adoption.

Broken down by cloud service category, the average company uses 162 distinct 

collaboration services, 51 development services, 49 file sharing services, 42 content 

sharing services, and 30 social media services. The average employee uses 28 cloud 

services, including seven collaboration services, three file sharing services, four content 

sharing, and four social media services. Troublingly, the average user’s behavior online is 

tracked by four different tracking services. While intended to deliver targeted advertising 

and provide third parties with marketing data, attackers can exploit these services to 

execute watering hole attacks targeting the websites users visit. 
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THE CLOUD CONNECTION

The cloud enables people to connect with each other in new ways. At work, cloud 

services help employees collaborate, not only with one another, but also with their 

business partners. For example, a manufacturing company may connect with another 

manufacturing company via the cloud to plan development of products that integrate with 

each other, a technology company may connect with a services organization via the cloud 

to organize go-to-market activities related a product launch, or a media company may 

connect to an HR provider via the cloud to track employee benefits. 

While these types of connections have existed for decades, increasingly they occur in 

the cloud. The average company connects with 1,555 business partners via the cloud, 

including suppliers, distributors, vendors, and customers. These connections are helping 

companies reduce inventories with just-in-time manufacturing, bring innovative products 

to market faster, and deliver better customer service. The high tech and manufacturing 

verticals are the most prolific when it comes to connecting with partners via the cloud, 

followed by healthcare, media and entertainment, and financial services. 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PARTNER 
CONNECTIONS BY INDUSTRY

Education

Energy

Financial Services

Healthcare

High Tech

Manufacturing

Media & Entertainment

Utilities

645

675

990

2,118

1,922

955

490

624
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Companies of all industries connect with business partners from all industries, but there are 

clear patterns in inter-industry connections via the cloud. For high tech companies, the most 

common business partners are in the 1) high tech, 2) business services, 3) manufacturing, 4) 

retail, and 5) financial services industries. For manufacturing companies, the most common 

business partners are in 1) high tech, 2) business services, 3) manufacturing, 4) real estate and 

construction, and 5) healthcare. All partner connections are summarized in the chart below. 
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COMPANIES OF ALL INDUSTRIES CONNECT 
WITH PARTNERS FROM ALL INDUSTRIES
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It is well known that the Target breach cost the company $148 million and resulted in the 

resignation of the company’s CIO and CEO. Less well-known, is the fact that the attackers 

exploited an unsecured heating and cooling (HVAC) vendor with trusted digital connections to 

Target in order to circumvent Target’s security defenses. 

One way to think about risk exposure is to look at the volume of data shared with partners. 

Media and entertainment partners, which include advertising agencies, receive 33.7% of data – 

more than any other partner type. Next, manufacturing partners receive 20.9% of data, followed 

by high tech (16.6%) and retail (11.3%). 

CYBER RISK FROM PARTNER 
CONNECTIONS

05

33.7% 
Media & Entertainment

DATA UPLOADED TO PARTNERS BY CATEGORY

20.9% 
Manufacturing

16.6% 
High Tech

11.3% 
Retail

5.0% 
Business Services
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Other
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We assessed the risk of thousands of partners using attributes like compromised accounts for 

sale online, the number of machines infected with malware, and the presence of unpatched vul-

nerabilities such as Heartbleed and POODLE. We found 8% of companies present a high cyber 

security risk to their partners due to the potential for compromise and 37% are low-risk from a 

cyber security standpoint. However, 29% of data shared with partners is uploaded to high-risk 

partners, exposing many companies to risk of data loss and breaches. 
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Just 8% of partners 
are high risk

29% 

But 29% of data shared 
with partners is uploaded 

to high-risk partners
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There are significant differences in risk between industries. The industry with the largest 

percentage of high-risk businesses is telecommunications, with 30.4% companies rated as 

high-risk. Next, 28% of agriculture and mining companies are high-risk, followed by 21% of 

construction and real estate companies, which includes HVAC companies (like the one exploited 

in the Target breach to compromise Target’s data and systems). 

Let’s take a look at some examples of high-risk partners. All of them have systems still 

vulnerable to the POODLE vulnerability in SSL, six months after it was discovered: 

• An advertising agency with 1,565 compromised identities available for sale across 29 darknet sites

• A company that provides technology for the financial services industry that has 1,216 

compromised identities across 19 darknet sites 

• An airline with 209 machines infected with malware, and 9,716 compromised identities across 106 

darknet sites

• A heating and cooling company (different from the one in the Target breach) with 444 

compromised identities across 15 sites

Companies that connect with partners like the ones above are at an increased risk of data 

breaches and loss of sensitive data. 
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THE RISKIEST PARTNER INDUSTRIES THAT 
REQUIRE CLOSER INSPECTION

Telecommunications

Agriculture & Mining

Construction & Real Estate

Energy & Utilities

Healthcare

High Tech

Transportation & Storage

Manufacturing

Financial Services

Travel

27.7%

21.4%

20.5%

19.9%

18.1%

16.7%

16.5%

16.0%

30.4%
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Some interesting patterns emerged when we looked deeper at how companies connect 

with partners. The most common use cases for partners connecting in the cloud are 

customer service, file sharing, and collaboration. We found that a small number of cloud 

services are responsible for an outsized number of all partner connections in the cloud. 

These cloud “hyperconnectors” are driving economic activity between companies, and are 

the modern equivalent of ports and trading centers that facilitated previous periods of 

growth in economic interconnectedness. 

In the customer service category, Zendesk dominates partner connections followed by 

industry heavyweight Salesforce. Although Citrix ShareFile is the fifth most popular file 

sharing service based on user count, it facilitates more partner connections than any 

other file sharing service. Similarly, Wiredrive is the third most prolific connector although 

it’s not in the top 10 list of most popular file sharing services. Finally, Cisco WebEx 

dominates partner connections in the collaboration category, while Slack is a close second. 

CLOUD HYPERCONNECTORS  
AND SUPER PARTNERS
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TOP CLOUD HYPERCONNECTORS 
BASED ON THE NUMBER OF PARTNER CONNECTIONS THEY ENABLE

CUSTOMER SERVICE

FILES SHARING

COLLABORATION

1. Zendesk

1. Sharefile

1. Cisco WebEx

2. Salesforce

2. Box

2. Slack

3. GrooveHQ

3. Wiredrive

3. Office 365
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There is an emerging class of companies that are extremely well connected with their 

partners via the cloud. Out of thousands of companies, 58 “super partners” connect with 

more than 50% of enterprises. Some of the top super partners include a pest control 

company, an IT products company, a systems integrator, a corporate events company, and 

a management consulting firm. However, these well-connected companies could pose a 

risk to their partners. If one super partner is compromised, an attacker could gain access 

to hundreds of other companies.

As more attackers seek to exploit vulnerabilities in partners to infiltrate high value targets 

with sensitive data, super partners could potentially lead to large scale attacks that 

compromise hundreds of companies at the scale of the Target or Sony breaches. 
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Across more than 10,000 cloud services available today, Skyhigh’s Service Intelligence 

Team has found that only 9.3% meet requirements of large enterprises for data 

protection, identity verification, service security, business practices, and legal protection. 

While 91% of providers encrypt data in transit between the cloud service and end 

user, just 10% encrypt data stored at rest in the cloud. Only 15% support multi-factor 

authentication, which can reduce the impact of compromised account credentials, and 

only 6% are ISO 27001 certified. 

One of the first steps many companies take to protect their data is restrict data uploads 

to the riskiest cloud services. Cloud services may be considered risky because they lack 

basic security features, have onerous legal terms and conditions, or have a known history 

of breaches. The list ranks the top high-risk services two ways – based on user count and 

volume of data uploaded. 

CALCULATED RISK

JSCompressTOP 10
HIGH-RISK 
SERVICES 

1.    Mega

2.    FileDropper

3.    dropmefiles

4.    Sendspace

5.    FilePi

6.    Takufairubin

7.    Online-Convert

8.    

9.    

10.   Uschovna

BASED ON DATA UPLOADED BASED ON NUMBER OF USERS

1.    LiveLeak

2.    Tencent Weibo

3.    IQiyi

4.    QZONE

5.    

6.    JSCompress

7.    Blog.hu

8.    Buzznab

9.    Mixi

10.   4chan

Online 
PDF-Converter

Convert 
JPG to PDF

Skypath-
Imageshack
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SENSITIVE DATA IN THE CLOUD

Whether companies are ready or not, the cloud is now home to a significant amount 

of sensitive corporate data. Take file sharing, for example. Across all cloud service 

categories, file sharing services account for 39.0% of all company data uploaded to the 

cloud, and the average company uses 49 such services. Among file sharing users, 34% 

have uploaded sensitive information to one of these services such as sensitive personally 

identifiable information (PII), protected health information (PHI), and payment card 

information. Taken together, 21% of documents uploaded to file sharing services contain 

some sensitive data.

11

THE CLOUD IS HOME 
TO SENSITIVE DATA

of files uploaded to file-sharing 
services contain sensitive data

of users have uploaded sensitive 
data to a file-sharing service21% 34% 
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The situation is similar with other cloud service categories. Customer relationship 

management (CRM) services account for 20.4% of all corporate data uploaded to the 

cloud. In the average company’s cloud-based CRM, 6% of fields contain sensitive data. 

Some companies have chosen to use a data loss prevention (DLP) solution to prevent 

sensitive data from being uploaded outside of policy. Across all cloud services, the 

most common actions as a result of a DLP policy violation are to email the end user 

who violated the policy (65%), quarantine or tombstone the file (38%), modify sharing 

permissions (26%), and encrypt sensitive data (15%).  
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The cloud has freed developers to reimagine enterprise software with delightful user 

experiences, innovative new features, and access from any internet-connected device in 

the world. With faster release cycles and updates that occur immediately across customers, 

software delivered via the cloud is not only more cost-effective, in many cases it’s first to market 

with innovative new features. That’s why many companies today choose the top cloud solutions 

– not because they’re the best cloud option available but because they’re the best software 

available, period. And that’s why this list has become one of the most shared findings in our report.
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TOP 20
ENTERPRISE

CLOUD
SERVICES

11.   ADP

12.   OneDrive

13.   NetSuite

14.   Workday

15.   SAS OnDemand

16.   GoToMeeting

17.   Confluence

18.   Blue Jeans

19.   Intuit Quickbase

20.   ShareFile

1.    Microsoft Office 365

2.    Salesforce

3.    Cisco WebEx

4.    Box

5.    ServiceNow

6.    SuccessFactors

7.    Yammer

8.    Concur

9.    Oracle Taleo

10.   Zendesk

TOP 20 ENTERPRISE CLOUD  
SERVICES LIST

The top 20 list is dominated by cloud heavyweights Microsoft (Office 365, Yammer, OneDrive), 

Salesforce, Cisco (WebEx), SAP (Concur, SuccessFactors), Citrix (ShareFile, GoToMeeting), and 

Oracle (Taleo). New entrants to the top 20 list include Confluence, a team collaboration solution, 

and Blue Jeans, a video conferencing service. The list is heavily weighted toward collaboration 

services, (six services), HR (four services), and file sharing (three services). Silicon Valley is also 

well-represented, with 14 of the top 20 services headquartered there. 
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Today, many consumer apps are so useful that employees use them to work. That can 

cause headaches for IT if corporate data is stored in unsanctioned cloud services referred 

to as “shadow IT.” Attackers can also use these services as vehicles to exfiltrate data. For 

example, Skyhigh discovered attacks that target sensitive company IP, and then leverage 

Twitter to exfiltrate the data 140 characters at a time. Our threat intelligence team also 

identified a novel attack that steals sensitive data by encoding the data into video files 

before uploading them to YouTube where attackers can then download the information 

and decode it. 
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TOP 20 CONSUMER APPS  
IN THE ENTERPRISE 

in the workplace

TOP 20
CONSUMER
CLOUD
SERVICES

1.    Facebook

2.    Twitter

3.    YouTube

4.    Linkedin

5.    Pinterest

6.    Flickr

7.    Gmail

8.    Tumblr

9.    Vimeo

10.   Instagram

11.    Yahoo! Mail

12.    Google Drive

13.    VK

14.    Dropbox

15.    SlideShare

16.   Photobucket

17.   Sina Weibo

18.   Apple iCloud

19.   Evernote

20.   Spotify

Increasingly, consumer apps are offered in versions with enterprise-level security and support 

such as Facebook, Dropbox, Gmail, and Google Drive. And other consumer apps can be used 

for business, such as Facebook and Pinterest to reach consumers and LinkedIn for recruiting. 

Despite the fact that apps may have a legitimate business purpose, attackers can also use 

them, so enterprises should be cautious and reach a balance between user-centric policies 

and data security. 
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File sharing and collaboration cloud services collectively account for 63.4% of corporate 

data uploaded to the cloud, so they’re often a focus of IT and security teams. Social media 

is highly visible and occupies a significant amount of mind-share with IT departments and 

executives. Given these trends, in this section we review each category in greater detail 

along with the top services.  

FILE SHARING
The average company uses 49 file sharing services and the average employee actively 

uses three distinct file sharing services. Given their widespread use, it shouldn’t be 

surprising that these services store 39.0% of corporate data uploaded to the cloud – more 

than any other category. This quarter, Google Drive supplanted Dropbox for the first time 

in terms of enterprise usage. 
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TOP 10 FILE SHARING, COLLABORATION, 
AND SOCIAL MEDIA SERVICES

1.    Google Drive

2.    Dropbox

3.    Box

4.    OneDrive

5.    ShareFile

6.    Yandex.Disk

7.    WeTransfer

8.    Hightail

9.    4shared

10.   Zippyshare

TOP
SERVICES 

by category

FILE SHARING COLLABORATION SOCIAL MEDIA

1. 

2.    Gmail

3.    Yahoo! Mail

4.    Cisco WebEx

5.    Yammer

6.    Evernote

7.    Google Apps

8.    GoToMeeting

9.    Prezi

10.   Skype

Microsoft 
Office 365

1.    Facebook

2.    Twitter

3.    LinkedIn

4.    Tumblr

5.    VK

6.    Sina Weibo

7.    Foursquare

8.    Ning

9.    LiveJournal

10.   Renren
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COLLABORATION
The use of collaboration services in the enterprise is pervasive. The average company 

uses 162 services and the average employee regularly uses seven distinct services. The 

category accounts for 24.4% of corporate data uploaded to the cloud. This quarter, 

GoToMeeting continued to move up in the rankings as increased usage drove it to the 

eighth position overall. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
While social media services only account for 4.8% of corporate data in the cloud, the 

average company uses 30 services and the average employee regularly uses four. While 

Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn continue to occupy the top three spots, Ning has rejoined 

the top 10 list for the first time since Q4 2014 at the eighth spot. 
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In previous eras, it was not enough to build the best software. You also had to have the 

best distribution, OEM partnerships, and sales teams. The cloud has significantly reduced 

the barriers between people building great software and people who are looking to buy 

(or use) great software. Today, once people discover a great app, it can spread virally to 

new users across the organization and across the world very quickly. Rapid growth is also 

a strong signal that a cloud service delivers something better. In a few years, any one of 

these vendors could rival industry giants if they maintain their growth. 

Slack has had a meteoric rise. The two-year-old company already has active users at 58% 

of enterprises, and its growth accelerated to 166% last quarter over Q4. Use of recruiting 

services Newton, HireVue, and ZipRecruiter surged in Q1, possibly due to seasonal variations 

of hiring after the holidays. Another potential seasonal trend, usage of Fitbit surged 43% in Q1 

around the time people set New Year’s resolutions and start using new devices they received 

as gifts over the holidays. Investing in growth can occur alongside investment in security, as 

we noticed that both Replicon and PagerDuty achieved the highest Skyhigh CloudTrust Rating 

of Enterprise-Ready while making the Fastest Growing Cloud Services list. 
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FASTEST GROWING CLOUD SERVICES

Slack

Credit Karma

Newton Software

HireVue

Replicon

166%

95%

85%

68%

54%

The fastest-growing apps of Q1 2015
Quarterly growth rate in users

Fitbit

PagerDuty

ZipRecruiter

WalkMe

Trello

43%

42%

41%

39%

33%
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ABOUT SKYHIGH NETWORKS 
Skyhigh Networks, the cloud security and enablement company, helps enterprises safely 

adopt cloud services while meeting their security, compliance, and governance requirements. 

Over 350 enterprises including Aetna, Cisco, DIRECTV, HP, and Western Union use Skyhigh 

to gain visibility into all cloud services in use and their associated risk; analyze cloud usage 

to identify security breaches, compromised accounts, and insider threats; and seamlessly 

enforce security policies with encryption, data loss prevention, contextual access control, 

and activity monitoring. Headquartered in Campbell, Calif., Skyhigh Networks is backed by 

Greylock Partners, Sequoia Capital, and Salesforce.com. For more information, visit us at 

www.skyhighnetworks.com or follow us on Twitter @skyhighnetworks.
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REQUEST COMPLIMENTARY 
CLOUD AUDIT

“With Skyhigh we 
discovered a wide 
range of services, 

allowing us to 
understand their 
associated risks 
and put in place 

policies to protect 
corporate data.”

Steve Martino
VP Information Security

If you’d like to learn the 
scope of Shadow IT at your 
company, including detailed 
statistics profiled in this 
report, sign up for a  
complimentary cloud audit

bit.ly/ComplimentaryCloudAudit

UNCOVER SHADOW IT

http://bit.ly/ComplimentaryCloudAudit

